Five Important Trends to Watch

   - 62% Misconfiguration
   - 55% Improper Access
   - 50% Insecure Interfaces & APIs
   - Only 16% Believe Unaudited Security Tools are sufficient for cloud

2. Advanced Attacks Require Visibility and Detection
   - 44% of Security Alerts are not investigated
   - 75% of Security Pro's rate maturity of threat detection very low to moderate

3. Cyber-Crime is Good Business (for Cyber Criminals)
   - $5B in ransomware damages were paid in 2017, up from $325 million in 2015, an increase of 15X in just two years
   - 500M Devices are unknowingly being used to mine cryptocurrency

4. Encryption is Making Business More Secure, for Hackers too
   - Over Half of All Web Traffic is Now Encrypted
   - 41% of cyber attacks use encryption to evade detection

Learn about strategies you can use to reduce your risk.
www.ixiacom.com/resources/security-report-2018
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